Chromatin Interactions and Regulatory Elements in Cancer: From Bench to Bedside.
Chromatin interactions regulate gene expression by bringing distal regulatory elements, such as super-enhancers, to promoters in close spatial proximity. It has been recognized that in cancer, chromatin interactions can be dysregulated, leading to aberrant oncogene expression. Chromatin interactions may potentially serve as biomarkers, or be modulated via CRISPR therapy and small molecule inhibitors against transcription. However, these methods face challenges that must be resolved and raise questions for further research. Understanding chromatin interactions is essential for safety aspects of anticancer therapies, such as the mechanism of action of epigenetic regulators and transcription factors in cancer, and potential off-target effects arising from targeting super-enhancers and promoters. In this review article, we discuss how chromatin interactions and regulatory elements may become dysregulated in cancer, potential methods to target them for clinical therapy, and outline outstanding questions that require addressing before epigenetic therapies can translate to the clinic safely and effectively.